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Intelligent Agents in Computer�Aided Instruction 191the program and the better it simulates the human�teacher behaviour,the more successful education process goes on.Recently researchers have tried to exploit knowledge�based systemtechnology to develop such programs. This approach gave the developersa good tool for representing comparatively large volumes of domain andteaching knowledge, for taking into account the user's expertise level, butleft aside the behavioural aspect of the teacher's work. Besides, thesesystems are usually locally available and have too much control over thestudent's actions. Now the focus has shifted to intelligent agent and multi�agent system technologies. These ones allow not only for more precisesimulation of the teacher's work, but also for design of distance learningsystems working in distributed environments, for instance, in the Internet.A number of works is being carried out along this direction presently,for example, the WebDidact system developed at the Polytechnic Instituteof Losanne (Switzerland) [3], the system for learning digital electronicsdesigned at the University of Genoa (Italy) [3], the system COACH forteaching students to program in Lisp created at IBM Almaden ResearchCentre and Stanford University [5], the adaptive system IDLE is being de-veloped at the Institute for High Performance Computing and Databases(SPb, Russia) [3].To determine what advantages can be provided by applying intelligentagent technology to computer�aided instruction, we should have a generallook at the instruction process. Usually, three basic tasks emerge duringthe process of teaching some discipline:1. Provide the student with theoretical knowledge.2. Teach the student to apply theoretical knowledge to solving practicaltasks.3. Check up the theoretical and practical knowledge acquired by thestudent.Consequently, the second task may be divided into two phases: demon-stration of the process of solving sample tasks to the student; guidance ofthe student through the process of solving tasks independently.Let us �rstly consider the second problem in more detail. In order toimplement both phases of teaching students how to solve practical prob-lems e�ciently, it is necessary to create a program system having the



192 Vladimir V. Tarasovfollowing characteristics. Firstly, the system should posses adequate do-main knowledge to demonstrate how to solve problems and to check up thestudent's way of solving tasks. Secondly, the system should have knowl-edge on the methodology of teaching how to solve problems. Thirdly, andthis is the most important characteristic, the system should be able towatch the student's actions implicitly, to evaluate the method, chosen bythe trainee, of solving a task, and, when needed, to direct the student'smethod of solving a task towards the solution.One of the e�cient techniques of building such a program system is in-telligent agent technology [8]. Employing this technology allows not onlyfor providing a program with required knowledge, but also for taking intoaccount the behavioural aspect of the work of a �personal digital teacher�.This is corroborated by the following agent properties: autonomy, allow-ing for guidance of a student's work without explicit interventions, socialability, permitting active interaction with the student and other appli-cations, reactivity, allowing for respond in a timely fashion to studentactions, pro�activeness, making it possible for the system to take the ini-tiative during the instructing process [2, 8].But to encompass the overall process of teaching, it is expedient to usemulti�agent system approach. In this case every task emerging during thecomputer�aided instruction may be accomplished by a separate agent: onebeing responsible for the theoretical part, the other one teaching to solvepractical tasks, the third one checking up the knowledge acquired by thestudents, and the last one supervising the process of teaching. And aspecial agent could help the tutor to gain the whole picture of how theinstruction process is going on. So the set of the agents would act asa multi�agent system forming �a complex digital teacher�. Such agentspecialization can improve the system's performance and �exibility andthis multi�agent system might be also used for distance learning in thedistributed computational settings.



Intelligent Agents in Computer�Aided Instruction 1932 COACH and IDLE�Examples of Employ-ing Intelligent Agent and Multi�Agent Sys-tem TechnologiesNow we shall dwell upon two examples of employing intelligent agentand multi�agent system technologies. The �rst system is COACH whichstands for COgnitive Adaptive Computer Help [5]. This system was cre-ated at IBM Almaden Research Centre and Stanford University for teach-ing students to program in Lisp. COACH is an advisory system that doesnot interfere with the user's actions but comments them implicitly to helpthe user along. COACH watches the user's actions to build Adaptive UserModel which chooses the appropriate advice, that is COACH records userexperience to create personalized user help. COACH might choose to usedescription, example, syntax, topic, style and level of help according touser�demonstrated experience and pro�ciency.Figure 1 depicts the system's architecture [5]. Domain Knowledgeis represented in the help system subject frames, adaptive frames andthe parser grammar. Subject Frames contain knowledge about the skilldomain a user is trying to learn (e.g., Lisp). User background is stored inAdaptive Frames. Coaching Knowledge is presented in rules that createand control the adaptive frames and the help presentation blackboard.Update Rules control the recording of user experience for the adaptiveuser model. Consistency Rules contain knowledge about how to build theadaptive user model. These two rule sets work to update the adaptive usermodel. Presentation Rules determine the help that will be provided to theuser. The Reasoning System is made up of a forward�chaining productionsystem that interprets rules and a Blackboard Mechanism that resolvespresentation goal con�icts. Together they operate on the adaptive usermodel by referring to domain knowledge and using coaching knowledge tomake decisions.The second system is IDLE which stands for Intelligent DistanceLearning Environment [3]. This system is being developed at the In-stitute for High Performance Computing and Databases (SPb, Russia).IDLE is a multi�agent adaptive system for distance learning. The sys-tem's adaptivity, i.e. its ability to adjust itself to personal characteristicsand preferences of its user, is based on User Model, which is built accord-
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Figure 1. COACH Architectureing to the results of prior testing and is adjusted dynamically during theuser's work. A prototype of this system has been developed and the tech-nology of program testing was taken as a sample domain to be tutored byIDLE.



Intelligent Agents in Computer�Aided Instruction 195Figure 2 depicts the system's architecture [3]. Among the agents com-prising IDLE are the following. Expert Tutor controls the learning pro-cess, applies di�erent educational strategies according to the cognitive and
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196 Vladimir V. Tarasovcharacterological features of the student together with his/her instructionprogress. Interface Engineer maintains User Model for the current stu-dent and provides it to the human users and other agents. Domain Expertaccumulates and provides knowledge on subject domain, maintains test-ing exercises, provides these data to its users and other agents, analyzesthe student �feedback� in domain terms.3 LimTUTOR�an Intelligent Agent Teach-ing How to Search for Function LimitsNow we shall describe the LimTUTOR system which is being createdat the Department of Mathematics and Data Analysis of the KarelianResearch Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences [7]. LimTUTORis intended to support the process of teaching students to solve tasks ofsearching for function limits. The entire instruction process encompassestwo phases. At the �rst phase the system shows a student how to solvetasks of searching for function limits. To do this, the user formulatesthe task of searching for a function limit, and during solving the taskthe system exhibits the user not only the found solution, but also theentire way of its (system's) reasoning including detailed explanations forwhy that or another action was undertaken. This is done in a step�wise manner for the trainee could smoothly follow the system's way ofreasoning.Figure 3 depicts the scheme of interaction between LimTUTOR, aspecialized mathematical editor, and a user [7]. It should be noted that wecan use our own custom mathematical editor or exploit available editorssuch as Mathematica, Mapple V and so on. LimTUTOR is designed tobe �exible and useful for the existing software.At the second phase, being the most interesting with regard to thesystem's operation, the student is given opportunity to solve tasks au-tonomously, LimTUTOR watching the student's way of doing this and,if required, correcting and adjusting him. The user starts his work byentering an initial expression into the specialized mathematical editor.As necessary transformations are carried out, new expressions are enteredinto the editor. All the time LimTUTOR remains active, observing theuser's actions. Upon entering a new expression, LimTUTOR reads it in
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Figure 3. Interaction between LimTUTOR, the specializedmathematical editor, and the user during the instruction processfrom the editor for analysis and pauses the editor's operation. If the stepdone by the user drives us to the solution, the editor's operation is re-sumed. Otherwise, LimTUTOR informs the user his step is incorrect andhints him some feasible ways of continuing the search for a solution.It is worth noting that LimTUTOR resembles the COACH system [5],and yet there is a considerable di�erence. While COACH focuses on con-structing an adaptive user model to select the most appropriate adviceaccording to the user's pro�ciency, LimTUTOR concentrates on the pro-cess of teaching how to solve hard practical problems. To accomplishthis, sophisticated reasoning techniques is used, which allow for makingprognosis on further event development and for composing pertinent rec-ommendation.4 Architecture of the LimTUTOR SystemIn general terms, LimTUTOR consists of six parts: user and editor in-terface components, a control component, a knowledge base, and twoinference engines. This structure of the LimTUTOR system is drawn inFigure 4 [7].
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Intelligent Agents in Computer�Aided Instruction 199ized mathematical editor is arranged with the help of the Editor InterfaceComponent. This interaction includes putting expressions into the editor,getting new expressions from the editor, sending commands to control theoperation of the editor, and receiving its noti�cation messages.The Knowledge Base contains basic inference rules which formalizethe knowledge of searching for function limits and of teaching. InferenceEngine 1 is designed to solve particular tasks of searching for functionlimits and is used throughout the both instruction phases. Inference En-gine 2 directs the instruction process at the second phase and activatesInference engine 1 as the need arises.5 Teaching Knowledge RepresentationFor representation of the teaching knowledge in LimTUTOR we utilizedthe inference search control language (ICL) allowing for description ofsolution search process as a sequence of inference metarules which for-malize the methods of applying basic domain knowledge to searching forsolutions [6].The �rst inference engine is designed to solve the task of searchingfor function limits. Corresponding metarules formalize di�erent ways ofusing basic rules of transformation of the expressions falling under thelimit sign, this being necessary to search for a solution. As an examplewe shall cite the following basic rule applying a formal substitution andmetarule. The natural language description comes �rst, then the formaldescription goes.BR43. Square di�erence. a2 � b2 = (a� b)(a+ b).TSUBST(POL_SqrDif; subtr(pow(s,2),pow(t,2));mult(subtr(s,t),add(s,t)); PrepareTerm)MR2. Single Inference. If the current inference consists of one formulaand the expression falling under the limit sign and included in this formulaof the current inference is product, di�erence or sum of functions, thenmark the formula of the current inference with the label �single inference�and apply the basic rules about quotient, product, di�erence and sum offunctions.



200 Vladimir V. TarasovSingleInf :If((SingleInf(cur_inf)&ArithmOper(first_form)))Apply(label(single_inf),CL_FuncQuot,CL_FuncProd,CL_FuncDif,CL_FuncSum);The second inference engine is employed to watch a student solvingtasks. Upon receiving the subsequent message of entering an expressionfrom the editor, the performed transformation is examined for validity.Then the second inference engine invokes the �rst one to construct a so-lution starting from the point reached by a student. If the construction issuccessful, then the accomplished step is stored. If either of the conditionsis not satis�ed, the second inference engine backtracks to the previous ex-pression and invokes the �rst one to �nd, starting from this point, thenext step leading to a solution. After doing this, the user is given themessage about what next step might be undertaken and why. Figure 5shows the interaction between the inference engines during this stage.6 Multi�Agent System for Teaching Di�erentAspects of a DisciplineNow that we described LimTUTOR we can see that intelligent agenttechnology may be applied to teaching how to solve practical tasks, butwe left aside other educational aspects which appear during the instructionprocess. In order to cover di�erent aspects of teaching a discipline, it isreasonable to extend our instruction agent into a set of agents, each ofthem being responsible for a particular educational task.Figure 6 shows a feasible architecture of such a system. The systemsconsists of �ve agents. Theory Agent provides the user with theoreticalknowledge on the discipline. Practice Agent demonstrates and teachesthe user how to solve practical tasks. Check�up Agent accomplishes thecheck�up of the level of the student's assimilation of the knowledge. Su-pervising Agent controls the overall process of instruction and Tutor'sAssistant Agent assists the human tutor to collect information about howthe instruction process is going on and data concerning particular stu-dents.The agents might use some information about the user's expertiseand record his activities. To use this multi�agent system in distributed
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Figure 6. Multi�agent system for teaching di�erent aspects of adisciplinecomputational environments, like the Internet, we may employ Java forimplementing some parts of the system and KQML for exchanging mes-sages between the agents. In this case this multi�agent system could beused for distance learning.



Intelligent Agents in Computer�Aided Instruction 2037 ConclusionThis paper has described the application of intelligent agent technologyto the design and development of instruction programs. We consideredtwo existing examples of such programs and the developed system Lim-TUTOR, which is designed to support the process of teaching studentsto practically solve tasks of searching for function limits. LimTUTORembodies the both instruction phases: demonstration of how to solveproblems and observation of the student solving problems, the neededcorrections of the trainee's actions being done. This system is under de-velopment now and has been partially tested within the special coursefor �fth year students of mathematics and computer science at KarelianState Pedagogical University. A graduate student of the computer sci-ence department of Petrozavodsk State University has taken part in theproject.Utilization of intelligent agent technology has permitted us to simulatethe �student�teacher� relationship and to create �personal digital teacher�that imperceptibly watches the student working and interferes with thisprocess only if need be. This approach may be applied to teaching howto solve problems related to other mathematical areas, for instance, howto solve tasks of integration.It would also be expedient to organize interaction between LimTU-TOR and another agents capable of providing a trainee with theoreticalknowledge and of checking up the knowledge obtained by the student. So,applying multi�agent system technology will enable us to cover the overallprocess of teaching a subject, every instruction task being accomplishedby a separate agent. This multi�agent system can function in distributedenvironments like the Internet and, therefore, may be used for distancelearning.References[1] Berestova V.I. et al. Using expert system technology for creationof intelligent teaching programs. In Conference �East�West� onNew Informational Technologies in Education (abstracts of reports).Moscow, 1992 (in Russian).
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